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Abstract

Acoustic oscillations of flue instruments are investigated numerically using compressible Large Eddy
Simulation (LES). Investigating 2D and 3D models of flue instruments, we reproduce acoustic oscillations
excited in the resonators as well as an important characteristic feature of flue instruments – the relation
between the acoustic frequency and the jet velocity described by the semi-empirical theory developed
by Cremer & Ising, Coltman and Fletcher et al. based on experimental results. Both 2D and 3D models
exhibit almost the same oscillation frequency for a given jet velocity, but the acoustic oscillation as well as
the jet motion is more stable in the 3D model than in the 2D model, due to less stability in 3D fluid of the
rolled up eddies created by the collision of the jet with the edge, which largely disturb the jet motion and
acoustic field in the 2D model. We also investigate the ratio of the amplitude of the acoustic flow through
the mouth opening to the jet velocity, comparing with the experimental results and semi-empirical theory
given by Hirschberg et al..

PACS numbers: 43.75.Qr,43.75.Np,43.75.Ef,43.75.-z,43.28.Ra
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1 Introduction

The acoustical mechanism of flue instruments is a
long standing problem in the field of musical acous-
tics and it is still not understood completely[1, 2, 3].
The sound source of flue instruments is an aerody-
namic sound source, a so-called edge tone, which
is generated by an oscillating air jet colliding with
an edge[4, 5, 6]. The major difficulty in analyz-
ing the acoustic mechanism of flue instruments is
the strong and complex interactions between the
air flow dynamics acting as the sound source and
the acoustic field excited by it in the resonator
[1, 2, 3, 6]. Indeed, the acoustic pressure in the res-
onance pipe exceeds 140dB and it compels the jet
motion to synchronize with it. In order to elucidate
this mechanism in detail, we need to study the dy-
namics of the jet flow in terms of fluid dynamics as
well as that of the acoustic field in terms of acous-
tics, at the same time taking into account the com-
plex interaction between them. From the numerical
point of view, this requires simultaneous reproduc-
tion of fluid dynamics and acoustic field by a com-
pressible fluid solver. However, the method to treat
this problem has not been established yet.

In the long history of study of the edge tone,
some phenomenological formulas which describe
the relation between the edge tone frequency and
the jet velocity have been proposed [4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. A
very useful formula introduced by Brown[4] based
on experimental results shows that the frequency
linearly increases with the jet velocity. In the field
of musical acoustics, a phenomenological theory
that describes the behavior of flue instruments has
been developed since 1960’s[1, 3]. The mechanism
by which the air jet drives the resonator was stud-
ied by several authors experimentally and theoret-
ically, chief pioneers being Cremer and Ising, and
Coltman[9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19,
20, 21]. Theory that describes the behavior of the
resonator driven by the air jet has also been devel-
oped with the help of equivalent electrical circuit
theory[9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18]. As a re-
sult, the difference in oscillations between the pure
edge tone and the flue instrument has been clari-
fied in regard to the relation between the acoustic
frequency and the jet velocity[1, 13].

However, the theory developed in the field of

musical acoustics includes many conceptual ap-
proximations and is far from rigorous. A rigor-
ous theory must be based upon the Navier-Stokes
equations of fluid dynamics, and include the role
of the vorticity field of a real fluid as a sound
source in complex geometry of instruments. The
aerodynamic sound source was first formulated by
Lighthill [22]. Lighthill introduced an inhomoge-
neous wave equation whose inhomogeneous term
behaves as a quadrupole source term, the so-called
Lighthill’s acoustic analogy. Lighthill’s analogy
well predicts the aerodynamic sound from the lo-
calized turbulence in free space. Curle improved
Lighthill’s analogy in order to treat the case of ar-
bitrary boundary condition by using Green’s for-
mula: the boundary effect is estimated by a sur-
face integral, which behaves like dipole sources and
usually dominates the quadrupole sources in a low
Mach regime[23, 24]. Powell and Howe followed
Lighthill’s work and introduced a very important
notion that the major part of Lighthill’s sources
comes from unsteady motion of vortices, namely
vortex sound [25, 26]. Howe also introduced a for-
mula, known as Howe’s energy corollary, which al-
lows estimation of the energy transfer between the
hydrodynamic field and the acoustic field caused by
the non-linear interaction between them[27].

Further, Howe discussed the acoustic mecha-
nism of flue instruments in terms of the vortex
sound theory [6, 26]. Based on the jet-drive model
introduced by Powell and Coltman[5, 13] and tak-
ing into account Howe’s energy corollary and some
other hydrodynamic theories, Hirschberg and his
coworkers introduced a global source model com-
bined with the acoustical energy losses due to
vortex-shedding at the labium [2, 3, 28, 29, 30, 31,
32, 33]. This model allows estimation of the ratio
of the amplitude of the acoustic flow through the
mouth opening to the jet velocity related with the
geometry of the mouth opening.

Recently, several authors have tried to nu-
merically reproduce the acoustic oscillations of
edge tones and those of flue instruments by us-
ing fluid solvers, e.g., FEM, Lattice-Boltzmann-
Method (LBM), Large Eddy Simulation (LES) and
so on, and have got some important results [34, 35,
36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45]. There also
have been experimental and theoretical reports of
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importance [3, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52, 53, 54].
Nevertheless, the detailed mechanisms of sound
production by the air jet and of jet-resonator inter-
action are still not completely understood.

The final goal of our study is to analyze the
interaction of the jet flow with the acoustic field
excited in the resonator and to explain the sound
production mechanism of flue instruments in terms
of the theory of aerodynamic sound. In previous
works [39, 40, 41, 42], first we numerically calcu-
lated 2D and 3D edge tone models by using a com-
pressible fluid solver, the compressible LES (Large
Eddy Simulation) [55], and demonstrated that both
2D and 3D models well reproduce the Brown equa-
tion though the 3D model is in better agreement
[40]. Next, we numerically reproduced acoustic os-
cillations in a 2D model of a small recorder type
flue instrument with an open end [41, 42], and re-
ported that the model well captures the character-
istic feature of flue instruments – the relation be-
tween the acoustic frequency and the jet veloc-
ity described by the semi-empirical theory devel-
oped by Cremer & Ising, Coltman and Fletcher et
al.[9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18]. Further, in
a preliminary calculation, we reproduced an acous-
tic oscillation of a 3D ocarina model, though it was
done for a short time interval [39].

In this paper, we numerically study acoustic os-
cillations in 2D and 3D models of a small flue in-
strument with a closed end. Our 3D model is a
quasi-2D model consisting of a volume between
two parallel non-slip walls, due to the limitation of
computation power. However, it is very similar in
the geometry near the mouth opening to that exper-
imentally studied by Coltman[13]. Due to a weaker
reflectance at the 2D open end compared with that
at the 3D open end, oscillations in the pipe with a
closed end are more stable than those in the pipe
with an open end. So we choose models with a
closed end in this paper. Specifically, we numeri-
cally produce time evolutions of pressure, velocity,
vorticity, and Lighthill’s source distributions inside
and outside the 2D and 3D instruments by com-
pressible LES. Although differences between 2D
and 3D models observed using LBM were briefly
reported by Kühnelt[36, 37], we clarify crucial dif-
ferences between 2D and 3D models in fluid dy-
namics and acoustics. We also investigate the rela-

tion between the acoustic frequency and the jet ve-
locity in detail, comparing with the semi-empirical
theory developed by Cremer & Ising, Coltman and
Fletcher et al. [9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18].
Further, we investigate the ratio of the amplitude
of the acoustic flow through the mouth opening
to the jet velocity, comparing with the experi-
mental results and semi-empirical theory given by
Hirschberg et al.[2, 3, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33].

The organization of the present paper is as fol-
lows. In section 2, we review previous studies re-
lated to the sound production of flue instruments.
We briefly explain Lighthill’s theory, Curle’s exten-
sion, Howe’s energy corollary and Brown’s work
on the edge tone. Further, we explain the phe-
nomenological theory of flue instruments devel-
oped by Cremer & Ising, Coltman and Fletcher et
al. and its drawbacks. An alternative method intro-
duced by Hirschberg et al. is briefly introduced. In
section 3, we introduce our model instruments, 2D
and 3D small flue instruments with a closed end,
and explain the environment of numerical calcula-
tions. In section 4, we show the results of the nu-
merical analysis. First we compare the 3D model
with the 2D model at an optimal choice of jet ve-
locity at which the most stable acoustic oscillation
is observed for the 2D model. The 2D and 3D mod-
els have almost the same oscillation frequency, but
the 3D model is more stable in acoustic oscilla-
tion as well as in jet motion than the 2D model,
due to less stability in 3D fluid of rolled up eddies
which disturb the jet motion and acoustic field. We
also study the change of acoustic frequency with
increase of the jet velocity, mainly using 2D re-
sults, comparing with the prediction given by the
phenomenological theory of flue instruments in-
troduced in section 2. Finally, we investigate the
energy transfer rate from hydrodynamic energy to
acoustic energy in the 2D and quasi-2D models,
comparing with results of real 3D instruments re-
ported in refs.[3, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33]. Section 5 is
devoted to a summary and discussion. In Appendix,
we develop the theory of radiation impedance at a
2D flanged pipe and compare it with the 3D theory.
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2 Theory related to sound production of
flue instruments

2.1 Lighthill’s Theory

The sound generated by subsonic unsteady flows is
usually called aerodynamic sound, which is a very
small byproduct of the motion of unsteady flows
of high Reynolds numbers. The source of aerody-
namic sound was first formulated by Lighthill[22].
Lighthill transformed exactly the set of fundamen-
tal equations, Navier-Stokes and continuity equa-
tions, to an inhomogeneous wave equation whose
inhomogeneous term plays the role of the source:(

∂ 2

∂ t2 − c2
0∇2

)
(ρ −ρ0) =

∂ 2Ti j

∂xi∂x j
, (1)

where the tensor Ti j is called Lighthill’s tensor and
is defined by

Ti j = ρviv j +((p− p0)− c2
0(ρ −ρ0))δi j +σi j. (2)

Here, c0 denotes the speed of sound in equilibrium
air, p the air pressure, p0 the average air pressure
(i.e. equilibrium pressure), ρ the air density, ρ0
the average air density (i.e. equilibrium air den-
sity), and σi j the viscous stress tensor. The sound is
generated by the localized turbulence(or unsteady
flows), namely the quadrupole source distribution
given by the inhomogeneous term in RHS of eq.(1),
and it is regarded as a wave propagating in a station-
ary acoustic medium. This is Lighthill’s acoustic
analogy.

Since the dissipation by σi j can be ignored for
high Reynolds numbers and adiabaticity is well
maintained with (p − p0)− c2

0(ρ − ρ0) = 0, then
the first term of eq.(2), ρviv j, becomes the ma-
jor term of the source. Further, particle velocities
of the sound are usually sufficiently small com-
pared with those of the real flow that the source
term is well approximated by that obtained from
an incompressible fluid with ρ = ρ0 and div v = 0.
Even for the case that a strong acoustic field ex-
ists, that is, the acoustically induced particle ve-
locities in the mouth opening can reach 30% of
the jet flow velocity V for organ pipes[30, 31, 32,
33], the acoustic flow can be safely assumed to
be locally incompressible, if the flow is of low
Mach number(V/c0 � 1) and of low Helmholtz

number( f h/c0 � 1), where f and h denote the fre-
quency of acoustic oscillation and the height of the
pipe, respectively. Then the incompressible fluid
approximation is also applicable. Note that we use
the definition of the acoustic flow as the unsteady
component part of the flow defined by a scalar po-
tential or, with almost the same meaning, as the
time dependent compressible component of a scalar
potential flow[6, 26, 27]. Then, the sound source is
given by

∂ 2Ti j

∂xi∂x j
∼ ρ0

∂ 2viv j

∂xi∂x j

= ρ0(s2
i j −w2

i j), (3)

where si j and wi j are respectively given by

si j =
1
2

(
∂v j

∂xi
+

∂vi

∂x j

)
, (4)

wi j =
1
2

(
∂v j

∂xi
− ∂vi

∂x j

)
. (5)

For a 2D fluid, it reduces to

∂ 2Ti j

∂xi∂x j
∼−2ρ0

(
∂v1

∂x1

∂v2

∂x2
− ∂v2

∂x1

∂v1

∂x2

)
. (6)

In the calculation of Lighthill’s sources in section
4, we will use the formula eqs.(3) and (6) for 3D
and 2D models, respectively.

Lighthill’s analogy well predicts the aerody-
namic sound from localized turbulence in free
space. However, in the case that solid bodies ex-
ist, the quadrupoles ∂ 2Ti j

∂xi∂x j
will no longer be dis-

tributed over the whole of space, but only through-
out the region outside of the solid bodies, and
it seems that a resultant distribution of dipoles(or
even sources) at the boundaries generated by un-
steady force of the walls on the flow usually domi-
nates the quadrupoles. Curle estimated the dipoles
on the boundaries in terms of surface integrals by
using Green’s formula based on Lighthill’s equa-
tion (1)[23]. However, the surface integrals are usu-
ally estimated in terms of the free Green function,
i.e., Green function in the free space, so that the
integrals include not only the effect of the unsteady
force but also the reflection and diffraction of sound
at the solid boundaries[23, 24]. In the case that a
strong acoustic field exists, as in the resonator of a
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musical instrument, it is difficult to separate the true
surface force effect from the acoustic reflection and
diffraction in the surface integrals. Of course this
is formally possible by using the Green function
that satisfies the acoustic boundary condition at the
solid surfaces under consideration, but it is hard to
obtain in practice for arbitrary boundary shapes. So
we do not discuss the Curle formula in this paper
and will leave it as a future problem.

An alternative way to estimate the energy trans-
fer between the acoustic field and the hydrody-
namic field was proposed by Howe[27]. The en-
ergy change per unit time Π due to the interac-
tion between the acoustic field and the hydrody-
namic field is given by a volume integral, known
as Howe’s energy corollary:

Π = ρ0

∫
(ωωω ∧ vvv) · v̄vv drrr, (7)

where ωωω is the vorticity(ωωω = rotvvv) and v̄vv denotes
an acoustic flow. Although this integral is taken
over the entire space without any solid boundaries,
it is expected that the term (ωωω ∧ vvv) · v̄vv gives a lo-
cal energy transfer rate between the acoustic field
and the hydrodynamic field. However there is
no established method to extract the acoustic flow
from the complete velocity field obtained numer-
ically with enough accuracy. So we do not treat
Howe’s method in this paper. Note that there are
some experimental techniques (or hybrid methods
combining measurement with numerical calcula-
tion) to estimate the acoustic field by using an ex-
ternal driving source, e.g., loud speaker in non-
hydrodynamic field[48, 49, 56, 57]. It is also pos-
sible to roughly estimate the acoustic flow through
the mouth from the data of pressure in the resonator
for flue instruments[29, 31].

2.2 Edge tone

As illustrated in Fig.1, the edge tone is an aerody-
namic sound generated by the unsteady but mostly
periodic oscillation of a jet emanated from a flue
and colliding with an edge. The edge tone is the
sound source of flue instruments[1, 2, 6]. Although
the detailed mechanism of the production of edge
tone has not been completely understood yet, its
characteristic features have been well captured by

semi-empirical equations based on experimental re-
sults. One equation was introduced by Brown to
predict the edge tone frequency[4]:

f = a1 j(a2V −a3)(1/(a4l)−a5), (8)

where V denotes the speed of the jet and l is
the distance between the flue and the edge in
the SI units. The parameters are taken as a1 =
0.446(dimensionless), a2 = 100(dimensionless),
a3 = 40m/s, a4 = 100m−2 and a5 = 0.07m, where
we presume the dimensions of the parameters, be-
cause they were not specified in the original pa-
per [4]. The values of number j are taken as
j = 1.0,2.3,3.8 and 5.4. The value j = 1 corre-
sponds to the first hydrodynamic mode (or the first
Stage [6]) and other values correspond to higher
hydrodynamic modes. The frequency of the first
mode increases linearly with increase of V . But the
oscillation jumps to one of the higher modes if V
exceeds a threshold value. The transition is hys-
teretic, namely the downward transition has a dif-
ferent threshold value. Usually, the first mode is
used for flue instruments with a small distance l.

In a preliminary study [40], we confirmed that
numerically calculations using a compressible LES
solver are in good agreement with Brown’s equa-
tion at several values of the jet velocity for a 3D
model and that even a 2D model agrees well with
Brown’s equation in a physically important range
of the jet velocity. This confirms the validity of cal-
culations with LES for 2D and 3D models of flue
instruments in this paper. Note that Brown’s equa-
tion has also been reproduced using several differ-
ent numerical schemes, including Finite Element
Method(FEM) [38].

Figure 1: Edge tone.
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2.3 Phenomenological theory of flue in-
struments

The driving mechanism of flue instruments was
first studied in the pioneering works of Cremer &
Ising, and Coltman [9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14], which
were followed later by many authors [18, 19, 20,
21]. These studies have made clear the differences
in driving mechanism between the edge tone and
the flue instrument with a resonator. In the follow-
ing, we describe the outline of the regenerative ex-
citation mechanism of flue instruments according
to the text book by Fletcher and Rossing [1].

The jet which emanates from a flue with the ve-
locity V and is disturbed by a uniform transverse
acoustic-flow v̄y exp(iωt) forms an oscillating wave
which propagates with a velocity u and grows ex-
ponentially with a growth parameter µ . The wave
of the jet propagating in x-direction is well approx-
imated by the semi-empirical equation (also see
Fig.2), which gives the position in y-direction as
a function of x and t:

J(x, t) = −i
v̄y

ω
{

exp(iωt)

−cosh(µx)exp(iω(t − x/u))
}
. (9)

Except for the case that k̄d is extremely small,
where k̄ and d stand for the angular wave number
and the height of flue aperture, respectively, we can
use approximations u ≈V/2 and µ ≈ k̄. We always
assume these approximations in the following. In
this formula, the existence of the edge, which plays
an important role in formation of the jet oscillation,
is ignored. Thus it should be considered that eq.(9)
only gives the lowest order approximation of the jet
motion.

 Acoustic flow

x

y

J(x,t)

vy

Figure 2: Jet oscillation.

Taking into account the jet oscillation given by
eq.(9), we can describe the sound excitation mech-
anism of flue instruments. To do this, we separate
the system into a generator and a resonator by a
plane Sp as shown in Fig3(a). Making use of an
equivalent circuit network (see Fig.3(b)), we can
determine the oscillation condition, which gives
acoustic frequencies of the modes as functions of
the jet velocity.

The net flow out of the resonator across the
plane P is given by

U = Um −U j. (10)

Um is the acoustic flow out through the mouth of
the resonator, which is estimated by

Um ≈
pmSp

iωρ∆Lm
. (11)

∆Lm denotes the end correction at the open
mouth and iωρ∆Lm/Sp is regarded as the mouth
impedance, then ∆Lm may be taken as ∆Lm ≈
2∆L2D,3D, which is the end correction of the 2D or
3D flanged pipe(see Appendix)[58]. Sp is the cross
section at the plane P and the pressure pm at the
mouth is related with the pressure pp at the plane P
as

pp = pm

(
1− V 2WG

ω2∆LmSm

)
(12)

where G is defined by

G =
J(l, t)

i2v̄y exp(iωt)/ω

=
1
2
(
cosh(µl)exp(−iωl/u)−1

)
, (13)

W is the width of the jet in its planar transverse di-
rection and an effective cross-section Sm is defined
by Sm ≡ Sp − S j, where S j is a (mean) fraction of
cross section of the jet which enters the resonator.
U j is the oscillating part of the jet flow into the res-
onator, which is estimated by

U j ≈− VWG
ρω2∆Lm

(
Sp

Sm

)
pm. (14)

Then, the total generator admittance is defined by

Yg = U/pp. (15)
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As was done in ref.[1], under the assumption that
cosh(µl)� 1 and V 2WG

ω2∆LmSm
� 1, Yg is approximated

by

Yg ≈
pmSp

iωρ∆Lm
+

VW
2ρω2∆Lm

(
1+

V
iω∆Lm

)
×

(
Sp

Sm

)
cosh(µl)exp(−iωl/u). (16)

However, we do not use this approximation in this
paper, because the full calculation is more accurate.

V

Sp

(a) Pipe driven by jet.

Yg YpSp

(b) Equivalent circuit network.

Figure 3: Regenerative excitation mechanism.

The stability condition of the network in
Fig.3(b) is given by

Yg +Yp = 0, (17)

where the pipe admittance Yp has the following
forms: Yp = −i Sp

ρc0
cotkL for an open end pipe with

a length L, and Yp = i Sp
ρc0

tankL for a closed end
pipe. It is convenient to separate the condition (17)
into the real and imaginary parts,

ReYg < 0, (18)

Im(Yg +Yp) = 0. (19)

Jet Velocity

F
re
q
u
e
n
c
y

E
dg
e-
to
ne

1st

2nd

Figure 4: Oscillation frequency vs. jet velocity for
a closed end pipe.

Eq.(18) indicates that the generator must have a
negative resistance as a power supplier that excites
the system, overcoming non-zero resistance of the
mouth and pipe. For given pipe geometry, closed
or opened end, the imaginary part (19) gives the
oscillating condition, that is, it determines the os-
cillating frequency at a given jet velocity V . For the
case of Yp = 0, i.e., without any resonator, eq.(19)
should provide the oscillating condition of the edge
tone.

Fig.4 schematically illustrates the frequency of
the acoustic wave as a function of the jet velocity
V given by eq.(19) for the closed end pipe together
with the edge tone frequency in eq.(8) with j = 1.
The frequency of the acoustic wave first increases
in proportion to the jet velocity, similarly to the
edge tone(the first hydrodynamic mode), but it syn-
chronizes with the first acoustic pipe mode if the
edge tone frequency comes near the fundamental
frequency. Locking to the fundamental continues
until the edge tone frequency is close to the sec-
ond acoustic pipe mode frequency (the third har-
monic for the closed end pipe) and then the fre-
quency of the acoustic wave jumps up to the second
resonance. The same process is repeated each time
the edge tone frequency reaches the next resonance
frequency.

Therefore, the theory introduced above is use-
ful to predict the frequency of acoustic oscillation
excited in the pipe, but it has some drawbacks in
estimation of the intensity of sound wave in the
pipe and the energy loss occurring due to the in-
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teraction between the acoustic field and the fluid
flow near the mouth opening [12, 30, 31, 32, 33].
Hirschberg and his coworkers pursued this problem
in semi-empirical ways [3, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33].
Actually, they introduced a global source combined
with the jet-drive model valid for thin jets and with
the discrete-vortex model valid for tick jets. With
an appropriate choice of some fitting parameters,
its predictions are in good agreement with exper-
imental results. By balancing the acoustical en-
ergy losses due to vortex-shedding at the labium
obtained by a semi-empirical method to the acous-
tic energy produced by the global source, they ob-
tained the relation of v̄y/V with d/l, where d de-
notes the high of the flue channel. For example,
they found the relation in the jet-driving regime,

(v̄y/V )2
max ≈ Sr(d/l)3/2 (20)

where Sr is the Strouhal number: Sr = f l/V . This
theory also allows us to reproduce the relation be-
tween the jet velocity and the acoustic frequency,
like that in Fig.4, though details in calculation were
not given in ref. [29].

3 Models and numerical scheme

3.1 Numerical models

In the numerical analysis of flue instruments, we
need to simultaneously calculate the dynamics of
the jet flow and the acoustic field excited in the
resonator. The sound speed c0 of about 340m/s
is much higher than the jet velocity V , which is
at most several tens m/s. To reproduce a sound,
a much smaller time step is required compared
with ordinary numerical calculations of fluid dy-
namics. On the other hand, the spatial scales re-
quired for calculations of fluid dynamics with the
eddies, some of which are smaller than 1mm, are
much smaller than the wavelength of sound in the
physically relevant range –for example, the acous-
tic wavelength 34mm at frequency 10kHz. There-
fore, in the numerical calculation of flue instru-
ments, both requirements, a sufficiently small time
step to describe sound propagation and a spatial
mesh fine enough to reproduce vortices in fluid,
should be satisfied. Further, particle velocities of
sound (or energies of sound) are usually much less

than those of the flow. Indeed, sound energies are
10−4 times smaller than those of fluid in the atmo-
sphere. Thus it is not easy to numerically calculate
sound propagation over a long distance with a high
degree of accuracy.

To realize the calculation for 2D and 3D model
instruments, we concentrate our attention on dy-
namics in the acoustic near field. Fig.5(a) shows the
geometry of the 2D model, which is a small flue or-
gan pipe-like instrument with an end-stop and with-
out a foot ahead of a flue channel, where e and d
denote the length and height of the flue channel, re-
spectively, l width of mouth aperture, L pipe length,
h pipe height, and their values are taken as indi-
cated in the figure caption. The edge(labium) angle
is fixed at 25◦, the value at which we got the most
stable oscillation in preliminary calculations. This
angle value is in a range suitable for real instru-
ments. The model instrument is 90mm in length,
and thereby the first acoustic pipe mode frequency
is estimated as f0 ≈ 900Hz taking into account the
open end correction of the 2D open mouth (see Ap-
pendix).

The 3D model is formed by adding a uniform
width of 10mm perpendicular to the 2D model ge-
ometry and holding it between two parallel non-slip
solid walls. The 3D model is therefore a quasi-
two-dimensional model and the geometry around
the mouth-opening is very similar to the instrument
used in the experiment by Coltman[13], though it is
open at the remote end toward the 3D open space.
Since Coltman observed essentially the same rela-
tion between the jet velocity and acoustic frequency
as that of Fig.4, it is expected that the relation in
Fig.4 is observed for the 2D and 3D models.

3.2 Numerical method

The numerical scheme which we use in this work
is the compressible LES (Large Eddy Simulation),
which is very popular in numerical simulations of
aero-acoustics. Specifically, we use a compress-
ible LES solver in the open source software Open-
FOAM [59]. In LES the effects of eddies smaller
than the grid size are estimated with a statistical
model, the so called SGS (sub-grid-scale) model,
and are included into the larger scale dynamics of
the fluid, thereby making LES very stable for a long
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(a) Dimensions of 2D model:e = 3mm, d = 1mm, l = 5mm, h =
10mm and L = 90mm.

(b) Numerical mesh. Dotted lines denote transparent walls.

Figure 5: (color online) 2D model and mesh.

time simulation. Several SGS models are imple-
mented in OpenFOAM and we use the one equation
eddy model [60, 61, 62]. Since the equations for the
2D fluid are derived from the 3D equations by as-
suming uniformity in the third direction, then the
2D LES scheme used for the calculation of the 2D
instrument is obtained in the same way by impos-
ing uniformity of the third direction on the 3D LES
scheme. In this way, 2D and 3D LES use the same
scheme in OpenFOAM. It has also been reported
that the 2D LES scheme can well approximate the
dynamics of 2D fluid as well as that of quasi 2D
fluid [63].

Note that 2D fluid has particular characteris-
tics that are essentially different from 3D fluid[64,
65, 66]. Namely it has the double cascades in the
inertial range: the inverse energy cascade is ob-
served for an upper range above the energy injec-
tion scale l0, while the direct enstrophy cascade ex-
ists for a lower range below l0. The inverse en-
ergy cascade generates larger-scale eddies which
are considerably robust in time evolution. Then
one should take special care in implementing 2D
LES. That is, the grid sizes must be taken in the
enstrophy cascade range sufficiently smaller than
the energy injection scale, otherwise it cannot re-
produce large-scale eddies generated by the inverse
energy cascade. In our calculation, the energy in-
jection scale is in the order of 10−2 ∼ 10−3m, while
the grid sizes near the mouth opening are taken
small enough in the order of 10−4m. As a result,
larger scale eddies are generated for 2D simula-
tions as shown latter. For more rigorous calcula-
tions, the direct numerical simulation(DNS) is suit-

able, but it requires a finer mesh, which is equal
to or less than the Kolmogorov length scale esti-
mated as lk = l0Re−3/4

t ≈ O(10−5) ∼ O(10−6)m,
where Ret denotes the turbulence Reynolds num-
ber, and the calculation time becomes 102 ∼ 104

times longer than the LES scheme. Then DNS re-
quires large computing resources and is unrealistic
for our computational resources, as discussed be-
low. This is one of the reasons why we choose LES
rather than DNS in this paper, although LES has
less reproducibility. Another reason for use of LES
is the good reproducibility of acoustic fields includ-
ing open end reflections[40, 42].

Fig.5(b) shows the numerical mesh of the 2D
model, which has an area of 450 × 200mm2 –
large enough to include the acoustic field outside
the instrument and for vortices to substantially de-
cay before reaching boundaries. The upper, right
and left sides of the mesh are transparent walls,
while the other boundaries are non-slip solid walls.
The Poinsot-Lele method is used to achieve the
transparent boundary condition [67]. To make the
Poinsot-Lele method work well, we take a finer
mesh with an interval less than 1mm near the trans-
parent walls. Parameters of the 2D and 3D meshes
are taken as shown in Table 1. For the 3D model,
50 grid points are taken between the two solid walls
between which the instrument is held. It may be
necessary to take a finer mesh for more accurate
calculations, but this is almost the limit of our com-
putational ability at present.

The pressure and temperature at rest are taken
as p0 = 100kPa and T0 = 300K, respectively. The
time step of the numerical integration is ∆t =
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Table 1: Parameters of 2D and 3D meshes

Model Points Cells Faces
2D 158,762 78,492 314,856
3D 4,048,431 3,924,600 11,896,692

10−7sec. For the 2D model, time evolution up to
0.1sec is calculated. The velocity of the jet em-
anating from the flue V in the range (2 ≤ V ≤
40m/s) is taken as a control parameter. On the
other hand, the time evolution of the 3D model is
calculated up to 0.03sec at V = 12m/s and V =
36m/s. The reason why the 3D calculation is done
for a shorter time than the 2D calculation is that
the 3D calculation requires a much longer com-
putation time even with parallel processing. In-
deed, the 3D calculation of 0.03sec using 10 par-
allel threads in an Apple MacPro (2.93GHz, 6 Core
Intel Xeon”Westmere”×2) takes about 30 days and
the resultant data exhausts a disk volume of more
than 1TB even after compression.

The input flow with a uniform velocity V is
injected from the surface S at the left end of the
flue in Fig.5(a). It is started impulsively at t = 0s,
then shock waves are generated with very high fre-
quencies associated with the flue channel pipe res-
onance. But they reduce in a very short time mostly
within 5×10−3sec. Since the flue is short in length,
3mm, then a jet of a top hat profile is expected in
a stationary regime[47, 68], but the jet profile ob-
tained numerically at the flue exit is an intermediate
one between top hat and Poiseuille velocity profiles
independent of grid choice. This is perhaps due to
lack of a foot(small chamber) supplying the air to
the flue channel. Since the behavior of the jet with a
bell shaped profile is more stable with change of V
and with acoustic field disturbance than the jet with
a top hat profile[47, 68], then the jet of our models
is expected to be fairly stable.

Observations of pressure fluctuation(= p− p0)
and vorticity are made at the following points. The
pressure fluctuation is observed at the point A in
Fig.5(a), the center of the right end of the pipe. The
vorticity in the jet flow is calculated at point B at
a distance of 2.0mm right from the exit of the flue
and on the extension of the center line of the flue.

(a) Pressure fluctuation at point A in Fig.5(a).

(b) Power spectrum.

Figure 6: Pressure fluctuation at V=12m/s in the 2D
model.

4 Numerical results

4.1 Stable oscillation at V = 12m/s

4.1.1 Pressure fluctuation at the closed end

In this subsection, we compare numerical results
for the 2D and 3D models at V = 12m/s, the value
in the whole range of V at which the most stable os-
cillation is observed for the 2D model. Fig.6 shows
the pressure fluctuation observed at the point A for
the 2D model and its power spectrum, respectively.
For the calculation of the spectrum, initial transient
oscillation (0 ≤ t < 0.01s) is omitted. In Fig.7, the
change of the pressure fluctuation at the point A for
the 3D model and its power spectrum are plotted,
respectively. The spectrum is calculated from the
data in the range (0.005 ≤ t ≤ 0.03s). For the sake
of comparison, the result of the 2D model (dotted
line) is superposed in Fig.7(a).

The pressure fluctuation of the 2D model in
Fig.6(a) is stable with an almost constant pitch
throughout the whole range of time (0 ≤ t ≤ 0.1s),
except for a short initial transient. As shown in
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(a) Pressure fluctuations of the 3D model(solid
line) and the 2D model(dotted line) at point
A in Fig.5(a).

(b) Power spectrum of pressure fluctuation in
the 3D model

Figure 7: Comparison of pressure fluctuation at
V=12m/s in the 3D model with that in the 2D
model.

Fig.7(a), the pressure oscillation of the 3D model
almost coincides with that of the 2D model up to
0.007s, but after that it is more stable than the 2D
result. The oscillation amplitude of the 3D model is
about 200kPa and very stable, while the amplitude
of the 2D oscillation is gently undulating.

The oscillation amplitudes in the resonator pro-
duced numerically are much larger than normal
acoustic pressures in the open air field and they
have clear pitches near the fundamental frequency
of the resonator. Then it is considered that the
acoustic oscillations in resonance are observed for
both 2D and 3D models.

As shown in Fig.6(b) and Fig.7(b), the main
peaks of the spectra of the 2D and 3D oscilla-
tions are very sharp and respectively appear at f =
806Hz and f = 795Hz, which are close to each
other. We can understand the reason why the fre-
quencies of the excited waves for the 2D and 3D
models take almost the same values. Since the dis-

(a) Vorticity of the 3D model(solid line) and the
2D model(dotted line) at point B in Fig.5(a).

(b) Power spectrum of vorticity in the 3D
model.

Figure 8: Comparison of the jet vorticity at
V=12m/s in the 3D model with that in the 2D
model.

tance between the two boundary walls of the 3D
model is only 10mm, then the acoustic wave of
a frequency less than 17000Hz behaves like a 2D
wave and the end correction for the 3D wave is well
estimated by the 2D end correction in the phys-
ically relevant frequency range (even though the
flow dynamics are quite different between the 2D
and 3D models, as will be shown later).

For the reason given above, we are able to use
the 2D model at least to evaluate the frequency of
an excited wave in the 3D resonator at a given jet
velocity, ignoring details of the wave form. The
frequency of the wave at V = 12m/s is less than
the theoretical estimation of the first acoustic pipe
mode frequency of the 2D model, 900Hz (see Ap-
pendix A), by about 100Hz. However, the fre-
quency of the 2D model (probably as well as that
of the 3D model) rapidly approaches the resonance
frequency with increase of V , as shown later (see
Fig.12). Thus it is considered that the oscillations
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at V = 12m/s for both 2D and 3D models are al-
most locked on the fundamental resonance.

4.1.2 Synchronization of the jet flow with the
acoustic oscillation

Figs.8 (a) and (b) show the change of z-component
of the vorticity observed at the point B in the jet for
the 3D model and its power spectrum, respectively.
For the sake of comparison the vorticity of the 2D
jet is also shown by a dotted line in Fig.8(a). At
the point B on the extension of the center line of
the flue, the vorticity takes rather small values (see
Figs.9(f) and 10(b)), but it switches between posi-
tive values and negative values with the jet oscilla-
tion. So it shows the jet oscillation more clearly
than the direct measurement of the jet velocity.
The vorticity regularly oscillates like the acoustic
pressure at the point A with the same fundamen-
tal frequency, as seen in the power spectrum (see
Fig.8(b)). Therefore, the jet oscillation is well syn-
chronized to the resonance oscillation of the acous-
tic pressure in the pipe, though like the pressure os-
cillations, the vorticity in the 2D model is rather
more unstable than that in the 3D model.

4.1.3 Spatial distributions of characteristic dy-
namical variables

Let us see the spatial distributions of dynami-
cal variables which characterize the flow dynam-
ics and acoustic oscillation. The left column of
Fig.9 shows spatial distributions of acoustic pres-
sure, absolute value of flow velocity, vorticity and
Lighthill’s source at a certain time for the 2D
model. The right column of Fig.9 shows spatial
distributions of the same dynamical variables for
the 3D model, except for the vorticity which is re-
placed by the z-component of the 3D vorticity vec-
tor. We used eqs.(3) and (6) for the calculations of
Lighthill’s sources for the 3D and 2D models, re-
spectively.

In the stationary oscillation regime, the fluctua-
tions of pressure become much larger in amplitude
inside the pipes than outside, and oscillate period-
ically for both 2D and 3D models (see Figs.9(a),
9(b)). So, it is confirmed that they are in resonance
and make a strong acoustic field in the pipe. There

are rather complicated distributions near the mouth
opening for both models, which are a superposi-
tion of the acoustic pressure and local pseudo sound
pressure (or hydrodynamic pressure)[24].

In the velocity distributions in Figs.9(c) and
9(d), the jets oscillate periodically with the same
pitches as the acoustic pressure for both 2D and 3D
models. The velocity distribution on the cross sec-
tion of the pipe through the top of the edge together
with the magnified picture near the open mouth is
shown in Fig.10. The jet colliding with the edge
creates eddies going alternately to the upper and
lower sides of it. However, the eddies behave in
different ways for the 2D and 3D models.

For the 2D model, after the eddies are created
by the collision of the jet with the edge, they soon
roll up and form clear vortex tubes and persist for
considerably long times. Eddies outside the instru-
ment gradually separate from the wall of the pipe
and stagnate on an upper side. On the other hand,
those inside the instrument are reduced to a large
rotor or a few rotors near the open mouth, which
never spread further into the right hand side. Actu-
ally no eddies apparently appear in the right 2/3 part
of the pipe, in which absolute values of the velocity
|vvv| in the stable oscillation are less than pmax/c0,
where pmax is the maximum pressure observed at
the point A, so that the strong acoustic field domi-
nates the flow in this region. The existence of the
long-life eddies and large rotors is considered to be
a result of the characteristic of 2D flow, i.e., the in-
verse energy cascade[64, 65, 66]. The eddies and
rotors considerably affect and disturb the dynamics
of the jet as well as the acoustic field in the pipe so
that they often become unstable undulating ampli-
tudes.

For the 3D model, the eddies created near the
edge break up into lumps of turbulence, i.e., smaller
scale eddies, in a short time (see Fig.10). The
lump outside the instrument moves along the up-
per wall. The lump inside is stagnant and localized
in the area near the open mouth and never forms a
large rotor (or rotors). Like the 2D model, no ed-
dies and no local turbulence apparently appear in
the right 2/3 part of the pipe, where the relation
|vvv| < pmax/c0 is satisfied in the stable oscillation,
so that the strong acoustic field dominates the flow
in this region.
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(a) Pressure. 2D (b) Pressure. 3D

(c) Magnitude of flow velocity. 2D (d) Magnitude of flow velocity. 3D

(e) Vorticity. 2D (f) Z-component of vorticity. 3D

(g) Lighthill’s source. 2D (h) Lighthill’s source. 3D

Figure 9: (color online) Spatial distributions of representative dynamical variables at V = 12m/s for the 2D
and 3D model. In the case of 3D, they are the vertical cross section along the center line of the 3D instrument
and parallel to the x− y plane.
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(a) Magnitude of flow velocity

(b) Z-component of vorticity

Figure 10: (color online) Velocity and vorticity dis-
tributions: the left pictures are those on the cross
section through the top of the edge and perpendic-
ular to the x − y plane, and the right pictures are
the magnified pictures near the open mouth on the
same cross section as that of the 3D pictures in
Fig.9.

In general, because of the characteristic of 2D
fluid, i.e., the inverse energy cascade, a vortex tube
in 2D fluid is more robust than that in 3D fluid
and a rolled up eddy survives for a longer time
in the 2D simulation than the 3D simulation. In
the 2D model, the well rolled up eddies often dis-
turb the jet motion and acoustic field due to their
irregular behavior. In other words, the absence of
strongly rolled up eddies means that the oscillations
are more stable in the 3D model.

Another 3D effect on the jet is also observed
in the cross-section of the pipe through the top of
the edge in Fig.10(a). Namely, even when the ma-
jor part of the jet flows into the cavity under the
edge, fluid particles in the thin layers close to both
boundary walls are almost at rest and remain near
the upper side of the edge. A similar 3D effect was
also reported in Ref.[37].

Figs.9(e) and 9(f) show the vorticity distribu-
tions for the 2D and 3D models, respectively. As
clearly seen in Fig.9(e), the vorticity takes a posi-
tive or negative value at the center of an eddy de-
pending on its rotational direction, though the pres-
sure displacement(= p− p0) always takes a nega-
tive value at the center of an eddy (see Fig.9(a)).
For the 3D model in Fig.9(f), the same tendency
is observed, but there is a rather irregular distribu-
tion in the lumps of turbulence. On the other hand,
the vorticity along the jet takes positive and nega-
tive values along its upper and lower parts, respec-
tively, for both 2D and 3D models. Fig.10(b) shows
the close-up view near the mouth opening and the
cross section of the pipe through the top of the edge.
The distribution of the vorticity clearly changes at
the top of the edge. In the upper stream, it forms
double layers of positive and negative values, but
when it passes across the top of the edge, it bifur-
cates and separates, due to unsteady force of the
top of the edge to the jet flow, into a pair of double
layers on upper and lower sides of the edge. The
bifurcation induces successive vortex shedding and
probably contributes to the generation of acoustic
pressure.

As seen in Figs.9(g) and 9(h), the distribu-
tions of Lighthill’s sources appear to approximately
overlap with the vorticity distributions for both 2D
and 3D models. In the 2D distribution, a rolled up
eddy always takes a negative value at its center and
takes positive values along its circumference. How-
ever, in the lump of turbulence observed in the 3D
distribution, it is distributed in a complicated way.

Lighthill’s source along the jet makes a differ-
ent pattern from that of vorticity, reflecting the dif-
ference of geometry between the fluid flow struc-
tures, and seems to be more complicated for both
2D and 3D models. As shown by the magnified
picture near the open mouth of 3D model as well as
the schematic picture in Fig.11, for a part of the jet
wave with a positive slope, it seems to take nega-
tive and positive values along the upper and lower
parts, respectively. But, for anther part with a neg-
ative slope, it takes the opposite pattern: positive
along the upper part and negative along the lower.
The same characteristic pattern along a jet is also
observed for a purely edge tone model without a
cavity [40, 42]. Further, there is a characteristic dis-
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(a) Magnified picture near the open mouth
for the 3D model.
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(b) Schematic picture of the distribution along a
jet.

Figure 11: (color online) Lighthill’s source distri-
bution along the jet. The picture in (a) is a snap
shot at a different time from that in Fig.10. The ori-
gin of the coordinate in (b) is taken at the middle of
flue exit.

tribution just below the top of the edge due to the
collision of the jet with it, which might be related
with the jet-drive model and/or the discrete-vortex
model in refs.[5, 13, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33].

The major pressure sources are located in the
areas of strong vorticity, namely along the jet, in the
eddies and in the lump of turbulence. This result
qualitatively agrees with the Powell-Howe vortex
sound theory [6, 25, 26]. Therefore, the sound pro-
duction is associated with those vortex-shedding
and moving vortices, but it should be considered
that the sound is generated by the entire flow, be-
cause the Lighthill source is related in a compli-
cated way with not only the acoustic pressure but
also the local pseudo sound pressure (or hydrody-
namic pressure)[24].

Note that Fig.11(b) only shows a schematic
picture of Lighthill’s source along the jet, but its
central line is obtained with eq.(9) at f = 795Hz,
ω = 2π f , V = 12m/s, u = V/2, µ = k = ω/u

and v̄y/V = 0.08. For the estimation of v̄y the ap-
proximation v̄y ≈ pmaxh/ρ0C0V l given in ref.[31]
is used, where pmax indicates the amplitude of the
pressure fluctuation at the point A and is taken as
pmax ≈ 200Pa, and h = 10−2m, ρ = 1.23kg/m3,
c0 = 348m/s and l = 5×10−3m. The jet profiles ob-
tained numerically and theoretically are quite dif-
ferent to each other. The jet of the numerical cal-
culation has an arc-shaped profile, while that ob-
tained theoretically goes upward slightly in the left
half and goes down exponentially in the right half.
The jet profile obtained numerically is very similar
to that observed experimentally in a low jet velocity
range[30]. Therefore, this discrepancy indicates the
incompleteness of the theory, which is mainly due
to the fact that the existence of the edge is ignored
in framing the jet model. It is also assumed in the
jet model that a uniform acoustic flow goes through
the mouth, but it is actually non-uniform and prob-
ably takes the maximum value near the flue exit,
which bends the jet just after leaving the flue exit
[29]. Thus the unphysical jet model may induce
some inaccuracy in prediction of the frequency of
an acoustic oscillation for a given jet velocity, as
discussed later.

4.2 Frequency change with jet velocity

4.2.1 Numerical results: switching between
synchronization and desynchronization
to the acoustic pipe modes

In this subsection, mainly using the 2D model,
we discuss changes of characteristic frequencies of
acoustic waves excited in the pipe, namely, the fun-
damental and first overtone peaks of the spectrum
of the pressure fluctuation at the point A, with in-
crease of the jet velocity V . In Fig.12, we show
the characteristic frequencies of the pressure fluc-
tuation at the point A as a function of V in the range
(2 ≤ V ≤ 40m/s) for the 2D model. In Fig.12,
we also show the results for the 3D model marked
by an X at V = 12 and 36. For the sake of com-
parison, the resonance frequencies of the pipe es-
timated theoretically(Appendix) and the edge tone
frequency given by eq.(8) with j = 1 are also de-
picted in Fig.12. The fundamental frequency is ob-
served in the whole range of V , but the first over-
tone appears only at high velocities, V ≥ 18m/s.
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Figure 12: (color online) Changes of oscillation
frequencies with jet velocity. The lines labeled
’Pipe 1st’ and ’Pipe 2nd’ indicate the theoretical
estimates of the frequencies of the first and second
acoustic pipe modes, respectively.

In the low velocity regime (V ≤ 8m/s), the
pressure fluctuation is small, not exceeding several
tens Pa, and the increase of its fundamental fre-
quency is similar to that of the edge tone(the first
hydrodynamic mode), namely it is proportional to
V . Because the jet motion is little affected by the
acoustic pipe mode, it almost keeps the natural os-
cillation of the edge tone.

In the middle range (10 ≤ V ≤ 22m/s), pres-
sure oscillations locking on the first acoustic pipe
mode(the fundamental resonance) are observed for
the 2D model. Like the case of V = 12m/s in the
previous subsection, it is well expected that simi-
lar resonance oscillations are observed for the 3D
model in this range. The oscillation frequency at
V = 10m/s is fairly low compared to that of the
first acoustic pipe mode(theoretical prediction), but
it quickly approaches the first acoustic pipe mode
frequency with increase of V . The oscillations are
very stable in the range (10 ≤V ≤ 16m/s) and the
most stable one is observed at V = 12m/s, as men-
tioned in the previous subsection. It turns out that
the oscillation is most stable just after the jet mo-
tion starts synchronizing with the pipe resonance.

However, though we do not show results here,
oscillations become slightly unstable in the range
(18 ≤ V ≤ 22m/s), with amplitude modulations
sometimes occurring in long term evolutions. In

the spectra of these oscillations, there appears a
peak corresponding to the edge tone frequency at
the given velocity V . Further smaller peaks whose
frequencies are nearly equal to the third harmonic
of the pipe are often observed. It is considered that
competition among the resonances of the pipe and
the edge tone, i.e., inherent oscillation of the jet, oc-
curs, but the fundamental still dominates the others,
though its oscillation is somewhat disturbed. Since
the transition between the first acoustic mode and
the second is in general quite unstable in musical
instruments, it is considered that the system vacil-
lates between the two solutions in this range, i.e.,
so called “warble” occurs[50].

The frequency of the first overtone peak in-
creases mostly in proportion to the jet velocity, like
the edge tone(hydrodynamic mode), in the range
18 ≤ V ≤ 28m/s but it converges to almost a con-
stant value in the range V ≥ 32m/s, e.g., f1 =
2490Hz at V = 36m/s, although it is considerably
lower than the theoretical estimation of the second
acoustic pipe mode frequency(the third harmonic),
2755Hz. Unfortunately, we do not know the reason
for the discrepancy between the theoretical predic-
tion and the observed values, but it might be ex-
plained by the effect of the weakness of the sec-
ond acoustic resonance mode due to the small re-
flectance of the 2D acoustics(see Appendix). In
the high velocity range (V ≥ 24m/s), first over-
tone peaks likely to be the second acoustic mode
are clearly observed in the spectra of pressure fluc-
tuation. Indeed, the peak height of the first over-
tone is increasing with V and becomes larger than
that of the fundamental for V ≥ 24m/s. Further
the wave form of pressure fluctuation changes to
that of the second acoustic mode for V ≥ 24m/s.
Then the oscillation starts to be synchronized with
the second acoustic pipe mode around V = 24m/s.
Fig.13(a) shows the change of pressure fluctuation
at the point A for the 3D model at V = 36.0m/s
compared with that for the 2D model. The pressure
fluctuation of the 3D model oscillates almost peri-
odically with a very large amplitude around 1kPa,
while that of the 2D model is slightly unstable. As
shown in Fig.13(b), the spectrum peak correspond-
ing to the second acoustic mode is apparently larger
than the fundamental peak. Thus the oscillation is
of the second acoustic mode.
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(a) Pressure fluctuations of the 3D model(solid
line) and the 2D model(dotted line) at point
A in Fig.5(a)

(b) Power spectrum of pressure fluctuation in
the 3D model.

Figure 13: Comparison of pressure fluctuation at
at V = 36m/s in the 3D model with that in the 2D
model.

In conclusion, the characteristic frequencies of
the 2D model almost coincide with those of the 3D
model at the two representative values of the jet ve-
locity, V = 12, 36m/s. Therefore, it is reasonable
to consider that the characteristic frequencies of the
oscillations excited in the 3D resonator are well es-
timated by using the 2D model in the physically
relevant range of the jet velocity. However, the de-
tails of the wave forms are quite different between
the 2D and 3D models and the oscillation of the 3D
model is more stable than that of the 2D model.

4.2.2 Comparison with the semi-empirical the-
ory

Let us compare our numerical result with the theo-
retical prediction introduced in section 2.3. Fig.14
shows the velocity-frequency curves (red broken
lines) given by eq.(19), for which parameters are
adjusted to match our numerical calculation: l =
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Figure 14: (color online) Comparison of the numer-
ical result with the theoretical prediction for change
of frequencies with the jet velocity.

5mm, ∆Lm = 13mm(≈ 2∆L2D at 1000Hz), h =
W = 10mm, Sp = hW , Sm/Sp = 0.95, L = 90mm,
c0 = 348m/s, k̄ = ω/u and µ = k̄ (see Fig.5(a)). We
rescale the argument of the exponential function in
eq.(13) as u = 0.73V to adjust it to the edge tone
equation (8) and also to our numerical result, while
it is usually taken as u ≤ 0.5V . For comparison, the
velocity-frequency curves obtained numerically in
Fig.12 are shown again by solid lines.

Our numerical result shows good agreement
with the theoretical prediction in three characteris-
tic ranges: the edge-tone-like oscillations in the low
velocity range, the oscillations locking to the fun-
damental acoustic resonance in the middle range,
and the transition to the second acoustic mode in
the high range.

Finally, we explain the reason why the param-
eter u is taken as u = 0.73V instead of u = 0.5V
in order to calculate the velocity-frequency curves.
According to experiments and the semi-empirical
theory, the phase velocity u of the jet wave should
take a value in the range u ≤ 0.5V [1]. However,
we have to remind the fact that the existence of the
edge is ignored in framing the jet model in the the-
ory (see Section 2.3) and it significantly affects the
jet motion. Actually, as shown in Fig.11 and as
discussed in subsection 4.1.3, the theoretical pre-
diction is quite different in jet profile from the nu-
merical results as well as experimental results[30].
Further, it is reported that at the low velocities at
which the edge-tone dominates, the model of eq.(9)
fails, because the jet rolls up into discrete vortices
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before reaching the edge of the mouth[33]. There-
fore it is probably necessary to modify the param-
eter to some extent. Indeed, the velocity-frequency
curves given at u = 0.5V by eq.(19)(see blue dotted
line in Fig.14) tend to the right more and appar-
ently deviate from our numerical results as well as
Brown’s edge tone equation. Namely, the curves
are markedly shifted from the edge tone line in a
low velocity range and the onset point of locking to
the fundamental is estimated as V ≈ 16m/s. Then,
the choice of the parameter value u = 0.73V is nec-
essary to get quantitative agreement with the full
numerical calculations.

4.3 Acoustic flow through the mouth open-
ing vs. jet velocity

In this subsection, we discuss the rate of acous-
tic particle velocity through the mouth to the jet
velocity, which allows us to estimate the energy
transfer rate from hydrodynamic energy to acoustic
energy[3, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33]. The acoustic particle
velocity is simply evaluated as[31]

v̄y ≈ pmaxh/ρc0l. (21)

The amplitude of the pressure fluctuation at the
closed end pmax is taken as pmax ≈ 200Pa at V =
12m/s and pmax ≈ 1kPa at V = 36m/s, then the di-
mensionless amplitude v̄y/V is estimated as v̄y/V ≈
0.08 and v̄y/V ≈ 0.14, respectively. On the other
hand, it was reported in ref. [3] that (v̄y/V )max ≈
0.3 at l/d = 5 for recorder type instruments. In
the experiments[30, 31, 32, 33], it is in the range
0.25 ≤ (v̄y/V )max ≤ 0.3 at l/d = 4 for organ pipes
and whistle(or ocarina)-type instruments. Compar-
ing with the values obtained experimentally for the
real instruments, those obtained by the numerical
calculations for 2D and 3D models are consider-
ably small.

We consider the following two reasons to ex-
plain this discrepancy. First, we do not evaluate
the maximum value of v̄y/V , though the maximum
value (v̄y/V )max is used in refs.[30, 31, 32, 33]. In-
deed, we calculated only two cases: the first acous-
tic mode at V = 12m/s and the second acoustic
mode at V = 36m/s for the 3D model. For the
2D model, we observed a pressure beyond 1kPa
at V = 22m/s, though it is a little unstable, so

that v̄y/V ≈ 0.21, but it is still smaller than those
obtained experimentally for the real instruments.
It may be attributed to the difference of geome-
try between the real instruments and the numerical
model. Namely (v̄y/V )max seems to depend on the
geometry of the mouth piece. For example, flute
type instruments take a larger value, (v̄y/V )max ≈
0.35 at l/d = 5 compared with the recorder type
instruments[3]. The 3D model in this paper has
a mouth piece of quasi-2D geometry for acoustic
waves, which is similar to that of the instrument
studied experimentally by Coltman[13]. The re-
flectance at the mouth for the 2D and quasi-2D in-
struments is quite smaller than that of real 3D in-
struments and the smaller reflectance reduces the
value of (v̄y/V )max. Further, the difference of the
fluid structure near the mouth piece due to the dif-
ference of geometry may induce an additional en-
ergy loss of acoustic energy. However, the detailed
study of this issue is postponed to a future work.

5 Summary and discussion

In this paper, we have reported on the numerical
analyses of 2D and 3D flue organ pipe like instru-
ments with the compressible LES. The 3D model is
a quasi-2D model consisting of a volume between
two parallel non-slip walls, whose geometry near
the mouth opening is similar to that studied experi-
mentally by Coltman[13]. Therefore, the 3D model
has two dimensional character in acoustics but has
three dimensional character in fluid dynamics.

Results show that the oscillation of the instru-
ments are well reproduced by using the compress-
ible LES. Even for the 2D model, the characteris-
tic feature of flue instruments reported in refs.[1,
13, 14, 19, 20, 30] is well reproduced, namely the
acoustic oscillation changes with increase of the jet
velocity as follows: the edge-tone-like oscillations
in the low jet velocity range, the oscillations lock-
ing to the fundamental acoustic mode in the mid-
dle range, and the transition to the second acoustic
mode in the high range.

Comparing the 2D and 3D models, the 2D
model is more unstable due to the characteristic
of 2D fluid. Namely, for the 2D model there ex-
ist long-life vortex tubes, whose irregular behavior
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near the mouth opening often disturbs the jet mo-
tion as well as the acoustic field passing through
it. Therefore, a 3D simulation is hydrodynamically
important because it avoids spurious jet instabili-
ties.

Concerning the amplitude of acoustic waves
excited in the resonator, the quasi-2D model (and
2D model) tends to take smaller values compared
with those observed for the real 3D instruments.
This is because of the 2D acoustic nature of the
quasi-2D model in the physically important fre-
quency range, namely a weak reflectance reduces
the resonance amplitude. Therefore, simulation of
a model of the complete 3D acoustic nature is im-
portant in order to reproduce typical oscillation am-
plitudes and associated non-linearity found in flue
instruments, though it requires an extremely huge
computation cost necessitating the use of a high
performance super-parallel computer.

In order to pursuit the acoustic mechanism of
flue instruments in terms of aerodynamic sound
together with to reproduce the far-field acous-
tics, handling Curle’s integral formula based on
Lighthill’s analogy is very important. As discussed
in subsection 2.1, there are some difficulties in ap-
plying Curle’s formula to the case of flue instru-
ments due to the existence of the strong acoustic
field in the resonator. So we did not discuss the
Curle’s formula in this paper. Instead of using the
Green function, a hybrid method of fluid solver and
acoustic solver may be practically useful to repro-
duce the far field acoustics[55].

An alternative way to estimate the energy trans-
fer between the acoustic field and the hydrody-
namic field was proposed by Howe[27]. To ap-
ply Howe’s formula, it is necessary to separate the
acoustic field from the hydrodynamic field with
sufficient accuracy. However, there is no estab-
lished method to do it in a direct way. On the other
hand, there are some experimental strategies (or hy-
brid methods combining measurement with numer-
ical calculation) to estimate the acoustic field by us-
ing an external driving source, e.g., loud speaker in
non-hydrodynamic field[48, 49, 56, 57]. It is per-
haps possible to implement a similar approach in
numerical calculations by introducing a virtual ex-
ternal driving source, which would allow us to ap-
ply Howe’s formula.
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A Reflections from 2D and 3D
flanged pipes

In this appendix, we theoretically calculate the ra-
diation impedance of a 2D flanged pipe in the same
way as for a 3D flanged pipe[41, 42, 58] and com-
pare some characteristic properties of the 2D open
end reflection with those of the 3D reflection.

A spherical wave caused by a 2D point source
with a strength Q is given by

p(r) = ρ0c
Qk
2

H(2)
0 (kr)eiωt , (22)

where H(2)
0 is the 0-th order Hankel function

of the second kind. Superposing 2D spherical
waves emanating from sources distributed over the
cross section of the open end according to the
Huygens-Fresnel principle, we obtain the radiation
impedance of the 2D flanged pipe with a height
h = 2a,

Z2D
R (ω) = Z2D

0
k
a

∫ a

0
dr′

∫ 2r′

0
drH(2)

0 (kr)

= Z2D
0

πk
a

∫ a

0
dr′r′

×
(

H0(2kr′)H(2)
1 (2kr′)+

H−1(2kr′)H(2)
0 (2kr′)

)
, (23)

where ω = ck, the characteristic impedance of the
2D pipe is defined by Z2D

0 = ρ0c/2a and Hn denotes
the Struve function. In the low and high frequency
limits, Z2D

R (ω) = R2D(ω)+ iX2D(ω) is respectively
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reduced to

lim
ω→0

Z2D
R (ω) ≈ Z2D

0 ka

− iZ2D
0

2
π

ka
(

log(ka)+ γ − 3
2

)
→ 0, (24)

lim
ω→∞

Z2D
R (ω) → Z2D

0 +O(1/ω), (25)

where γ is the Euler constant. The radiation
impedance of an open end pipe without flanges
given by ref.[69] is represented in our notation as
Z2D

R (ω)≈ Z2D
0 ka− iZ2D

0
2
π ka(log(ka)+γ− log2π−

1) in the low frequency regime. The difference in
the subdominant terms of O(ka) in the imaginary
parts comes from the difference of the geometry be-
tween flanged and non-flanged pipes.

On the other hand, the real and imaginary parts
of the radiation impedance of a 3D flanged pipe
Z3D

R (ω) = R3D(ω)+ iX3D(ω) is given by[1, 58]

Z3D
R (ω) = Z3D

0 (1− J1(ka)/ka+ iH1(2ka)/ka),
(26)

where J1 is 1-st order Bessel function and the
3D characteristic impedance is given by Z3D

0 =
ρ0c/(πa2). In the limit of ω → 0, this is approx-
imated by

lim
ω→0

Z3D
R (ω) ≈ Z3D

0

((ka)2

2
+ i

8ka
3π

)
→ 0, (27)

and in the limit of ω → ∞, Z3D
R converges to Z3D

0 .
Fig.15 shows the real and imaginary parts of the

2D and 3D radiation impedance Z2D
R and Z3D

R nor-
malized by the 2D and 3D characteristic impedance
Z2D

0 and Z3D
0 respectively. In the limit of ka→ 0, the

imaginary part of Z2D
R decays as ∝ ka logka, while

the imaginary part of Z3D
R is proportional to ka.

The reflectance is defined by[1]

R(ω) =

∣∣∣∣∣ZR −Z0

ZR +Z0

∣∣∣∣∣
2

, (28)

which gives the reflectance of a loss-less pipe,
where ZR indicates the 2D or 3D radiation
impedance obtained above. In a low fre-
quency range, R is approximated as R ≈ 1 −
4R2D,3D/Z2D,3D

0 : R ≈ 1 − 4ka + O(k2a2) for 2D
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Figure 15: (color online) 2D and 3D radiation
impedance normalized by Z2D,3D

0 . R2D,3D and
X2D,3D denote the real and imaginary parts of the
impedance, respectively.
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Figure 16: (color online) 2D and 3D reflectances.

and R ≈ 1 − 2k2a2 for 3D. Fig.16 shows the re-
flectance of 2D and 3D flanged pipes. While the
3D reflectance starts to decay around ka = 0.1, the
2D reflectance decreases around ka = 0.01. Then,
less sound energy is confined in the 2D pipe by
the resonance compared with the 3D pipe. In our
2D model with a = 2.5mm, about 83% sound en-
ergy is however reflected by the open end even at
1000Hz(ka ≈ 0.046) so that a resonance state is
well sustained if its frequency is less than 1000Hz.
For the 3D model of the aperture 5× 10mm2, the
effective radius is estimated as a ≈ 4mm and about
99% sound energy is reflected by the open end at
1000Hz(ka ≈ 0.074). Note that the 2D reflectance
agrees well with the numerical calculation with the
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Figure 17: (color online) 2D and 3D end correc-
tions normalized by a together with the approxima-
tion for ∆L2D given by eq.(30)(labeled ’2D apr’).

compressible LES (see refs.[41, 42]).
The end correction of the flanged open end is

theoretically given by

∆L(ω) =
1
2k

arg
(
−
√

R
ZR +Z0

ZR −Z0

)
. (29)

From eqs.(24) and (28), the 2D end correction has
an asymptotic form in a low frequency rage as

∆L2D(ω) ≈ a
π

(3−2γ −2logak), (30)

while it becomes ∆L2D(ω)≈ a
π (2log2π +2−2γ −

2logak) for the open end pipe without flanges.
It diverges logarithmically in the limit of ω → 0
at least theoretically, while the 3D end correction
takes a constant value, ∆L3D(ω) ≈ 8a

3π . Fig.17
shows the 2D and 3D end corrections calculated
with eq.(29) together with the approximation given
by eq.(30). The approximation (30) agrees well
with the 2D full calculation in the range less than
ka = 0.5. ∆L2D is larger than ∆L3D in most of
the physically relevant range and the difference be-
tween them increases as ω goes to zero. Since
∆L2D is estimated as ∆L2D ≈ 2.5a at 1000Hz(ka ≈
0.046 at a = 2.5mm), then ∆L2D ≈ 6.3mm, while
the 3D model with ∆L3D ≈ 0.85a and with a ≈
4.0mm has a correction of ∆L3D ≈ 8a

3π ≈ 3.4mm at
1000Hz(ka ≈ 0.074). For a 2D loss-less flanged
pipe with a closed remote end, with length of 90mm
and with radius of a = 2.5mm, the impedance ob-
tained numerically[1] has the first resonance peak

at f0 = 900Hz and the second resonance peak(the
third harmonic) at f1 = 2755Hz. For a 3D loss-less
flanged pipe with the same length and with radius
of a = 4mm, the impedance has the first resonance
peak at 930Hz and the second at 2795Hz.
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